LuminaCloud™
Acid-etched translucent glass
Interior & exterior use
Diffuses natural light

LuminaCloud™

Privacy and connection.

An acid-etched glass with a tactile, satin finish,
LuminaCloud provides a high degree of both
opacity and light transmission, making it ideal
for screening solutions where superior and
sophisticated aesthetics are equally imperative.

By allowing light into a space
while shielding it from outside
observation, LuminaCloud™
enables the creation of private
areas that are both connected
and independent of their
immediate surrounds.

TM

Suitable for safety glass applications when
toughened or laminated to the relevant
standards, LuminaCloud can also be
combined with energy efficient products
in a double glazed unit for added benefit.
TM

The three options in the
LuminaCloud™ range,
Clear, SuperClear and Grey,
each offer differing levels of
opacity and illumination.
Grey – which transmits 42%
of visible light – is the most
opaque, Clear transmits 84%
visible light and SuperClear
transmits an extraordinary 91%,
yet still provides a high degree
of visual obscurity.

The images shown are a representation only of the product. Colour and effect may differ. Always refer to a sample to determine if product is appropriate for your requirements.

An illuminating idea.

A touch of class.

Wherever privacy
beckons.

The uniformly matte texture
of LuminaCloud™ diffuses even
the harshest natural light into
a beautifully even illumination –
a characteristic that makes it
ideal for roof lighting.

The visual and tactile qualities
of LuminaCloud™ possess a
contemporary sensibility; its soft,
richly textured lustre is the perfect
complement to an urbane interior
or modernist exterior.

As its transparency increases
when wet, LuminaCloud™ also
allows you to use glazing as
a dynamic lighting element;
one that varies with the
weather, for example, in the
case of exterior glazing.

Smart as well as good looking,
the acid-etched LuminaCloud™
surface is also scratch and
fingermark resistant, making
it an attractive proposition
in every sense.

Once you appreciate the
properties of LuminaCloud™,
its uses become obvious: office
partitioning, windows and
facade, balustrades, doors,
kitchen splashbacks, shower
and bath enclosures – the list
of possible privacy applications
is as long as it is varied.
But don’t overlook its potential
as a purely decorative element.
LuminaCloud™ is equally suited
to creating a dramatic feature
wall, for example, or adding a
sophisticated touch to kitchen
cupboards, furniture or shelving.
When toughened or laminated
to the relevant standards,
LuminaCloud™ is a Grade A
Safety Glass and thus suitable for
internal and external applications.
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For more
information.

Features.

For additional product details
or information regarding
specifying and ordering,
please contact your local
Viridian representative.

APPLICATIONS
Internal
 Balustrades
 Doors
 Furniture
 Partitions
 Shower Screens

Visit our website
www.viridianglass.com
or call 1800 810 403

External
 Balustrades
 Doors
 Facade
 Furniture
 Overhead Glazing
 Windows
THICKNESS
4MM 6MM 10MM 12MM
Clear
SuperClear
Grey

MAXIMUM SIZE
3210 x 2250mm
PERFORMANCE
Grade A Safety Glass when
toughened or laminated to the
relevant standards (AS/NZS2208)
WARRANTY
For warranty information
please visit our website
www.viridianglass.com

